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if we cant afford to buy stuff why are we in the game? whats the end goal? money? wouldnt be the
first time someone has made money off youtube.. i have seen all sorts of videos on youtube where
someone advertises a thing and people subscribe to it and then they reveal a lot of info about how

they made the thing youd never know. i mean its kinda cool for them to reveal how they made it for
someone else to see, but its stealing. i think as musicians we should take measures to try to make
the world better. however, we need to stop supporting companies/website that dont make things

better. if you want to help then get out there and spread the word of the music that is being made
by musicians and artists everywhere. please dont tell me to not pirate because it makes you feel

good or because its morally right. just because you do wrong things doesnt mean you are allowed to
do wrong things. it just means you are human and people did it before you. if its cool for you to steal

or sell the software people have created then so be it. you already know that music is a gift to the
world. sharing it and making it available for the public is a way of doing good. to me your just

causing more poverty and homelessness. so tumblr, and other people who want to live in a world of
ignorance, you are showing your true colors. these are the people who think that just because thiers
someones else wallet in their face, they are hosers. the ones who think their lives are so great and i

dont even know why they are here. the ones who think the government is the most powerful and
they dont even know what that is. the ones who think that musics name is an alias, or that no one
wants to hear it, or that as long as you dont have no money, theyre going to fuck with you, or that

you should not have freedom because what is a house without walls, with out fences and gates. you
are showing your true colors.
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